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The Power Cosmic is a limitless power that can allow the user to do many things such as manipulate their size and mass,
teleportation, telepathy, travel through time, and be superhuman in strength, immortal and much more.
The Power Cosmic can be used in a powerful blast or in small doses to change the color of a plant.
The Power Cosmic can also be infused into the human soul giving them a portion of the Powers of the Universe and it is
rumored to be able to teleport entire galaxies throughout time and space, re-create worlds in every detail, and even create life.
The Power Cosmic allows anyone imbued with it to be one with the processes of the universe, to "hear the cosmic static of the
universe's electromagnetic fields and detect the pain of dying stars or the rhapsody of planets aborning.”
The Power Cosmic can give you such abilities as superhuman strength, immortality, cosmic awareness, energy and molecular
manipulation as well as the ability to fly faster than the speed of light.
The Power Cosmic is the name of a vast source of limitless godly cosmic energy and power.
The Power Cosmic allows you to employ in any effect, size-alteration, molecular restructuring and transmutation of matter,
the teleportation of objects—even entire galaxies—across space and time and the creation of interdimensional portals,
telepathy, telekinesis, and the cosmic awareness on a universal scale. It has even been shown as capable of creating sentient
life, resurrecting the dead, manipulating mortal souls and remaking dead worlds—including their populations—in every detail.
The Power Cosmic is revealed to be a force that replaces the “auras," or souls and have the ability to absorb and tap ambient
cosmic energy into your body at will, and expel those energies violently, or in more subtle ways. Like you can channel beams
of energy through your hands with sufficient destructive force, or wield the energies with such finesse.
You can also rearrange matter to create other configurations and can even transmute elements (such as turning a steel napkin
holder into solid gold or tons of rock into harmless gas).
Other uses of the Power Cosmic have included the ability to phase through objects; accelerate the evolution of life forms (even
on a planet wide scale); see the past by peeling back the layers of time; time travel; trans-dimensional travel; the manipulation,
absorption and discharge of any form of energy or radiation.
The Power Cosmic allows you to teleport through hyperspace to a limitless godlike state..
Anyone wielding the Power Cosmic can use it to produce nearly any effect they desire, including size-alteration the
transmutation of matter, the teleportation of objects (including entire galaxies) across space, the creation of force fields, the
creation of interdimensional portals, telepathy, telekinesis, cosmic awareness on a universal scale, creating sentient life,
resurrecting the dead, manipulating mortal souls, manipulating the memories and emotions of others, recreating dead worlds
(including their populations) in every detail, energy projection, the creation of black holes and other cosmic bodies, the ability
to enter and control the Astral Plane, and creating pocket dimensions.
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